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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to determine: 1) If healthy subjects can be conditioned to tolerate clinically useful electrically induced muscle contraction; and 2) If there is a gender difference in response to such conditioning. Healthy volunteers (10 males, 11 females, mean age of 27.6±5.8 yrs) were tested during each of 6 testing sessions. Maximal voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC) of the right quadriceps femoris (RQF) recorded by a computerized dynamometer. Electrical stimulation delivered through two surface electrodes and stimulation amplitude increased until the subject indicated to stop. After a 1 min rest the amplitude increased again to the same phase charge level, and the electrically induced contraction (EIC) was recorded by the dynamometer. Measurements of stimulation amplitude were repeated in each of 10 stimulation bouts per session. Measurements of EIC were repeated in session six. Statistical analyses included Multivariate ANOVAs, and Newman-Kuel's post-hoc tests (p < 0.01). Mean values of phase charge increased from session 1 to 6 for all subjects. Males tolerated significantly higher phase charge. The mean %MVIC torque generated by female subjects was initially only 11.2 ± 21.6% but reached 42.9 ± 25.4% at the end of the 6th session. Males’ %MVIC torque values were significantly higher reaching 49.0 ± 41.6% and 73.5 ± 18.7% in the first and last trials respectively. Using the criterion that electrically induced contractions must be at least 25% of MVIC to be considered clinically useful, 36% of females were below this threshold at the end of the last session. In contrast, all males exceeded the 25% MVIC threshold at the end of the study. Most healthy subjects can be conditioned to electrical stimulation of the quadriceps, but depending on the criteria of therapeutic value and gender, some males and even more females may not reach the desired stimulation goal in 6 sessions. Females may require more conditioning sessions to reach contraction levels of therapeutic benefits. The reason(s) for the confounding factor of gender remains unknown.
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INTRODUCTION
Numerous reports favour the use of neuromuscular electrical stimulators (NMES) to help regain muscle strength and enhance recovery of motor control (Alon et al., 2003; Arvidsson et al., 1986; Delitto et al., 1988; Eriksson et al., 1981; Fitzgerald et al., 2003; Gould et al., 1983; Lieber et al., 1996; Morrissey et al., 1985; Neder et al., 2002; Oldham and Stanley, 1989; Parker et al., 2003; Stevens et al.,...
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2004; Wigerstad-Lossing et al., 1988). In particular, previous investigators have found stimulation paradigms statistically and clinically useful in retarding disuse atrophy, (Arvidsson et al., 1986; Eriksson et al., 1981; Gibson et al., 1988; Gould et al., 1983; Morrissey et al., 1985, Oldham and Stanley, 1989) and in improving joint range of motion (Alon et al., 1998; Faghri et al., 1994; Morrissey et al., 1985; Neder et al., 2002; Oldham and Stanley, 1989; Pandyan et al., 1997; Werner et al., 1993). Various studies compared the clinical effectiveness of volitional exercise alone with exercise and electrical stimulation combined, and found that the combination of treatment interventions promotes significantly faster recovery of muscle torque generation (Alon, 1987; Eriksson et al., 1981; Hainaut and Duchateau, 1992; Kahanovitz et al., 1987; Wigerstad-Lossing et al., 1988). The literature, however, lacks unanimity regarding the beneficial effects of NMES. Several well-designed and executed NMES studies have failed to demonstrate significant strength gains over exercises alone (Paternostro-Sluga et al., 1999; Sisk et al., 1987).

In addition to discrepancies in clinical outcomes, researchers vary considerably regarding the minimum level of induced contraction deemed essential to produce strength gains (Alon et al., 2003; Fitzgerald et al., 2003; Lieber et al., 1996; Neder et al., 2002; Oldham and Stanley, 1989; Pandyan et al., 1997; Quittan et al., 2001; Snyder-Mackler et al., 1995; Stevens et al., 2004; Talbot et al., 2003). Based on the cited studies, a therapeutic window between 25% and 50% MVIC may be required to achieve and maintain with NMES in order to realize clinically meaningful outcomes. However, it also appears from these studies that the efficacy of NMES may depend on the targeted muscle, the nature and characteristics of the pathology present, the stimulation parameters, and the patient’s tolerance of electrically induced contraction.

Patients’ inability to tolerate NMES has been postulated as a primary cause of failure to achieve strength gain in healthy subjects (Kramer, 1987). Tolerance, in this context, may be defined as the maximal level of stimulation acceptable to the subject while producing a robust muscle contraction. Theoretically, increased tolerance to NMES could lead to adequate levels of contraction needed to produce effective neuromuscular training. One way to improve tolerance is to condition the subject to electrically induced contractions.

Conditioning, in this framework, refers to the concept whereby what is initially considered the maximal tolerance level, will become a sub-maximal level as the subject gains familiarity with the perception of the stimulation (Balogun et al., 1993). Despite supportive evidence for conditioning in the use of NMES, the percentage of subjects who cannot be conditioned, and thus may not benefit from electrically induced contraction is unknown. Likewise, the minimal number of conditioning sessions before the NMES output level reaches the therapeutic window is unknown.

Evidence suggests that gender differences may be a confounding factor in such conditioning (Lautenbacher and Rollman, 1993). Despite a growing literature regarding these differences, we were unable to find any study that documented the percentage of subjects of either gender who were unable to tolerate NMES regardless of conditioning. Thus, there are specific gaps in our understanding of the interacting factors associated with successful application of NMES.

A clear understanding of such information will help the clinical decision making process by identifying subjects who may and those who may not be candidates for NMES treatment.

The purposes of the present study were to: 1) determine the percentage of healthy subjects in a sample of volunteers that can or cannot be conditioned to tolerate clinically useful contraction within 6 sessions over two weeks, and 2) determine if there is a gender difference in the ability to tolerate NMES.

METHODS

Subjects
A convenient sample of 21 healthy subjects (10 males, 11 females) ranging in age between 18 and 50 were recruited to participate in this study. Their physical profile is summarized in Table 1. Each subject agreed to stimulate the right quadriceps femoris (RQF) and signed an informed consent approved by the University of Maryland, Baltimore, Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Testing Procedures
Testing was conducted in research laboratories of the Department of Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation Sciences, School of Medicine. The subject sat on a KinCom® AP125 table with the knee positioned at 60 deg, the hip at 110 deg flexion and the pelvis tightly secured to the table with a 10 cm wide strap. The right knee axis was aligned with the axis of the electric motor. The subject leg was strapped onto the dynamometer’s lever arm that contained a force transducer.

Each subject performed 3 sub-maximal and 1 maximal volitional knee extension contractions on a
Table 1. Subjects description and physical activity profile. Data are means (±SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Physical Activity (km*)</th>
<th>Times per week (hours**)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females (n = 11)</td>
<td>26.5 (8.3)</td>
<td>1.64 (.05)</td>
<td>59.9 (5.9)</td>
<td>8.2 (5.6)</td>
<td>1.1 (.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males (n = 10)</td>
<td>28.7 (3.3)</td>
<td>1.80 (.09)</td>
<td>79.5 (8.8)</td>
<td>7.4 (3.7)</td>
<td>1.4 (.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Only 6 of 11 females (54%) and 9 of 10 males (90%) were engaged in physical training activity. The physical activity included running and various exercises routines. Means±SD are calculated based on active subjects only.

* For distance related activities (Km per day)

** For time related activities (hours per week)

Kin-Com® AP125 isokinetic dynamometer. These 4 warm-up volitional contractions allowed the subject to detect any discomfort in the set-up, and permitted the researchers to confirm the function of the equipment. Recording maximal volitional isometric contraction (MVIC) of the RQF followed. The Kincom® was activated and the subject was asked to perform an MVIC of knee extension for a period of 3 seconds. The subject was given a 1 min rest, and then repeated the procedure two more times to produce a total of 3 MVICs.

Obtaining the Electrically Induced Contraction (EIC) of the RQF was done in the same sitting position as described for the MVIC. Two rectangular surface electrodes covered with wet saline sponges, each 7.7 x 12.7 cm were used. Electrode placement was determined in the following manner: An initial (central) mark bisecting the thigh longitudinally was made that represented half the distance between the inguinal crease and the base of the patella. A second mark was made 4 cm lateral to the central mark. A third mark was made 4 cm medial to the central mark. The more proximal electrode’s inferior border coincided with the lateral mark and extended upward. The more distal electrode superior border coincided with the medial mark and extended downward. Each electrode was secured with two elastic straps (Figure 1). The electrodes were place identically in each of the 6 sessions of the study.

The parameters setting for the constant voltage stimulator (VMS II, Chattanooga Corp. Chattanooga, TN) were symmetric biphasic waveform, 300 µsec phase duration, a pulse rate of 50 pulses per second (pps) and 2 sec ramp up and down. Clinicians and researchers commonly use these parameters (Alon et al., 1992; 1999; Gibson et al., 1988; Kantor et al., 1994; Laufer et al., 2001; McMiken et al., 1983; Nordin et al., 1987). A hand switch connected to the stimulator was used to activate the stimulator and maintain a constant level of intensity between repeated bouts of contraction. The subject was instructed to remain inactive and not to add volitional contraction during stimulation. The procedural algorithm to obtain the EIC is summarized in Table 2. At the end of the session, each subject was asked to subjectively describe the sensation that prevented him/her from tolerating more stimulation. The sensation list was selected by the investigators based on clinical and previous research experience with NMES (Alon et al., 1992; 1999; Alon and Taylor, 1997) and included pins and needles, muscle cramping, other noxious sensations or any combination of these descriptors. Subjects returned for testing every other day for a total of 6 sessions. The 3 MVICs were recorded only on day 1 and day 6, while EIC were recorded for bout 1 and 10 during each of the six sessions.

Data reduction and analyses

An in house, custom written software program was used to reduce the 100 Hz torque-time raw data and to calculate each trial’s peak torque as the average of 10 data samples (each represents 0.1 sec interval) during the highest 1 sec on the torque-time curve (Figure 2). We then determined the MVIC and EIC peak torques as well as percent EIC (EIC/MVIC x 100). From these data, we calculated the peak MVIC (Session 1), the EIC for bout 1 and 10 (in sessions 1 and 6). We also collected phase charge data directly from the stimulator digital output display as representing stimulation intensity for bout 1 and 10 in each sessions (Alon et al., 1999; Kantor et al., 1994). Primary outcome data were organized into a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design (Bout; Session; Gender).
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Table 2. Procedure to obtain maximal tolerance of electrically induced contraction (EIC).
1. Increase stimulation amplitude until the subject says, “STOP” (deactivate the hand switch)
2. Activate hand switch again and record the EIC for 5 sec on the Kincom
   Simultaneously record the phase charge from the digital display of the VMS II stimulator
3. Repeat the 5 sec of EIC 10 times (10 bouts) with 30 sec rest between bouts
4. On each Odd bout (3, 5, 7, 9) ask the subject if she/he can tolerate more stimulation. If “YES”
   increase amplitude until the subject says “STOP”
5. During bout 10 record EIC and Phase charge
6. At the end of each session ask the subject to report what prevented her/his from taking more
   stimulation (pins/needles, muscle cramps, other noxious sensation)
7. Repeat sessions on every other day for a total of six sessions over two weeks

and subjected to repeated measures (Bout and Session) ANOVA and Newman-Keul’s post-hoc tests. Reported differences in test means achieved at least p < 0.01.

RESULTS

Electrically induced quadriceps contraction (EIC) as percent of MVIC was significantly greater among males compared to females throughout the study. Furthermore, the EIC was significantly greater at the last bout of each session compared to the first bout, and in the last session compared to the first session. These data are illustrated in Figure 3.

Similarly, the results revealed that males tolerated significantly higher phase charge than the female subjects. The significant increase in phase charge was also evident from the first to sixth session and between the first and tenth stimulation bout within each session. No significant interactions occurred among these three main factors. Figure 4 shows the mean phase charge of both genders.

Females’ data yielded phase charge ranges from a minimum of 8.6±4.5 µC (bout 1, session 1) to a maximum of 16.9±8.0 µC (bout 10, session 6). The men had a minimum of 17.7±9.5 µC (bout 1, session 1) to a maximum of 31.5±8.7 µC (bout 10, session 6). The percent-changes of both electrically induced contraction and phase charge from the end of session 1 to the end of session 6 are summarized in Table 3. Males increased the MVIC by 22% while females more than doubled their percent MVIC. Increase tolerance to stimulation, as indicated by the phase charge, followed a zig-zag pattern for both males and females. As seen in Figure 5, the tolerance at the end of each session was attenuated, but not completely lost at the beginning of the next session.

Using criterion that clinically useful electrically induced contractions of the quadriceps must reach a threshold of at least 25% of MVIC (Lieber et al., 1996; Quittan et al., 2001), only 1 female (9%), and 6 males (60%) achieved that level in the first bout of the first session. The numbers

Figure 2. Illustration of MVIC and EIC determination. An interval of the highest magnitude on the torque-time curve was visually determined. The MVIC peak torque was calculated as the average of 10 values collected at 0.1 sec intervals within the 1 sec interval. EIC was likewise calculated and further presented as percent MVIC using the formula EIC/MVICx100.
increased to 4 (36%) and 7 (70%) at the end of the first session for females and males, respectively.

At the start of the 6th session 5 females (45%) and 8 males (80%) were able to achieve 25% MVIC and at the 10th bout of the 6th session 7 females (64%) and all males (100%) did 25% or better.

If the threshold leading to successful clinical outcome is assumed to be 50% (Snyder-Mackler et al., 1994; 1995) only one female (9%), and 4 males (40%) achieved that level in the first bout of the first session. At the end of the first session 3 females (27%) and 7 males (70%) met or exceeded that level. At the start of the 6th session 4 females (36%) and 8 males (80%) exceeded the threshold of 50% MVIC and these numbers improved to 5 females (45%) and 9 males (90%) at the 10th bout of the 6th session. Stated conversely, 55% of females and 10% of males could not be conditioned to tolerate electrically induced contraction at 50% MVIC after six sessions of stimulation. These numbers improved if the threshold was lowered to 25% MVIC were only 36% of females could not be conditioned and all males were conditioned.
Table 3. Summary of the mean changes in electrically induced contraction expressed as percent MVIC and corresponding mean changes of phase charge measured in microcoulombs (µC) recorded at the end of session one and six. Data are means (±SD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Session 1</th>
<th>Session 6</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>%MVIC</td>
<td>21.3 (24.8)</td>
<td>44.6 (26.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charge(µC)</td>
<td>11.2 (6.2)</td>
<td>16.9 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>%MVIC</td>
<td>60.7 (31.9)</td>
<td>74.1 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charge(µC)</td>
<td>21.4 (8.5)</td>
<td>31.5 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen, inter-subject variability was considerable in the studied sample.

Note: The reported values would probably be different particularly in session 6 if the stimulator was more powerful (i.e., had higher maximal phase charge).

Table 4. The session number at which each of 9 individual subjects exceeded the maximal stimulator output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Phase Charge (Ucoul)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two females (18.2%) and 7 males (70%) were able to tolerate more phase charge (stimulus intensity) than the stimulator was capable of producing. Table 4 documents the session when individual subjects were able to tolerate the stimulator’s maximal phase charge output. The mechanism underlying the variability of the maximum tolerated phase charge values is inherent in the design of the stimulator as a constant voltage device (Stecker, 2004).

Painful muscle cramps sensation was the leading cause for subjects’ request to stop the stimulation (50% of subjects), while intense pins and needles (18%), combination of cramps-pins/needle (9%) and other noxious sensations (deep pressure, sharp pain, and nausea; 18%) provided the remaining reasons to become intolerant of stimulation intensity. Five percent of the subjects had no specific complaints of discomfort, but noted that the stimulation felt “weird”.

DISCUSSION

This study provides several important findings that should help to guide clinicians in the proper application of NMES. First, the tolerance of women and men to electrical stimulation is likely to improve within and between sessions, thereby improving the likelihood of therapeutic benefit from NMES. But the degree of conditioning achieved is likely to vary considerably among both men and women. Inspection of the raw data suggests a general observation whereby subjects that exhibited strong electrically elicited contractions initially, were more
likely to reach the highest percentage of MVIC during the sixth session.

A second important finding is that males were able to tolerate considerably more electrical stimulation than females. Our reported data are consistent with a previous study by Alon et al. (1999) in which males had a higher tolerance of phase charge and recorded higher EIC during a single session of plantar flexor stimulation. Laufer et al reported similar results when the stimulation was applied over the quadriceps femoris muscle in responsiveness to painful stimuli. Why females are less tolerant of electrical stimulation overall is not immediately clear. In a recent review, Rollman, (2003) acknowledged this phenomenon and suggested that the musculo-skeletal system of females responds to pain differently than that of man. Can it also be that the fitness level affects tolerance to electrical stimulation? In the present study, 9 of 10 males were involved in some form of physical training while only 6 of 11 females had similar training experiences. However of the remaining four, two sedentary females tolerated the maximum stimulator output within the third to sixth sessions. In contrast, two of the more physically active females were among the last subjects to increase their tolerance to the stimulation. Thus, it appears that fitness levels may not correlate with tolerance or to susceptibility to conditioning.

Most subjects reported they were unable to tolerate further increases in stimulation secondary to discomfort. The leading cause of discomfort was muscle cramps with 50% of subjects indicating intolerance of further cramping was their principal reason to stop the stimulation. Delitto et al. (1992) suggested that high electrically induced contractile force is likely to result in substantial discomfort associated with muscle contraction but did not elaborate if there were differences between cramping and other expressions of discomfort. The second leading cause of discomfort in the present study was a “pins and needles” paraesthesia. The origin of this noxious perception may be stimulation of free nerve endings (C fibers) in dermal and subdermal connective and adipose tissues, (Burke and Applegate, 1989; Sakakibara et al., 1995) while the cramps are likely to originate from within the peripheral motor system (Baldissera et al., 1994). Whereas distinct differentiation of response is clearly demonstrated during interscalene brachial plexus block,(Bollini et al., 2003; Urmey and Stanton, 2002) documentation that differentiates neural pathways under the present test conditions is not available. Nor is it clear whether the conditioning noted in the present study is related to the phenomenon of habituation to sensory stimuli(Chang et al., 2002).

Whereas both genders demonstrated an ability to become conditioned to NMES, the mechanism involved in the conditioning process is not specifically described in the literature and may include peripheral and central neural adaptation as well as peripheral alteration in tissue conductance. Alon et al. (1987) reported previously that tissue impedance estimated from the voltage/current ratio decreased over 12 sessions of stimulation. The authors interpreted this finding to indicate an increase in tissue conductivity and hypothesized that the changes may have been due to an increase of blood flow and interstitial fluid volume, or a decrease in subcutaneous fat content or both. The observation that soft tissue opposition to current flow is likely to diminish with stimulation has been reproduced, (Alon et al., 1992) but the source(s) of that reduction remain unknown.

A central question in this study was whether or not men and women can be conditioned to tolerate electrical stimulation to a degree that will make it useful for strengthening of weak muscles or promote improvement in motor control. The answer seems to depend on the target muscle, the methodology, and the quantification criteria used by investigators. It may also be associated with the percentage of MVIC that electrical stimulation must induce. Scott et al. (1990) demonstrated that low-level EIC that was well accepted by children with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy produced significant strength gains. We estimate that the data reported by Scott et al. generated about 5-10% of MVIC that resulted in improved strength and endurance of the dorsiflexors. Alon and Taylor (1997) who subsequently stimulated the abdominal muscles at minimal visible contraction for 4 weeks reported similar results. In contrast, Snyder-Mackler at el. (1994; 1995) compared what they termed “clinical high intensity” to “portable low intensity” stimulators in the production of quadriceps muscle force after ACL injury. They argued that 50% MVIC or better must be achieved to produce an adequate training effect. Lieber et. al. (1996) did not support the findings of Snyder-Mackler et. al. as they used between 15% and 45% MVIC and reported significant strength gains after ACL repair. Similarly, Quinttan et al. (2001) reported that stimulation of the quadriceps and hamstrings of patients with chronic congestive heart failure at 25-30 % MVIC resulted in significant strength gains. Other investigators did not report percentages, (Alon et al., 1998; Alon and Taylor, 1997; Caggiano et al., 1994; Fitzgerald et al., 2003; Gibson et al., 1988; Oldham and Stanley, 1989, Petterson et al., 1994) but were successful in regaining muscle strength and better motor control following stimulation. If based on the current evidence, we assume a minimum
therapeutic effect at 25% MVIC, then 60% of the males achieved this criterion in the first session compared to only 9% of females. Using a threshold criterion for therapeutic effect at 50% MVIC and 6 stimulation sessions, 90% of males and 45% of females may benefit from NMES training while 10% of males, and 55% of females would not benefit from NMES induced strengthening of the quadriceps.

Lastly, our finding of gradual conditioning to electrical stimulation further refines the current knowledge regarding tolerance by recognizing the phenomenon of partial reversal between sessions. This partial, not complete end of previous session-start of next session decline of tolerance, and yet the overall session-to-session increase tolerance to stimulation implies a combination of accommodation and habituation to electrical stimulation. Accommodation refers to the transient but reversible increase threshold of nerve excitation. Habituation implies a long-term non-reversal adaptation to stimulation that may involve morphological and histochemical alteration (Gauthier et al., 1992; Gibson et al., 1988; Ogino et al., 2002; Pekindil et al., 2001; Quittan et al., 2001). In the present investigation we only tested these phenomena over a two-week period. Whether either or both accommodation and habituation are completely reversed a few weeks after cessation of stimulation requires further inquiry.

Two weaknesses should be recognized as limiting factors in the following discussion. First, 43% of subjects could tolerate higher stimulation intensity than the stimulator was capable of generating. Conceivably, a stronger stimulator would have produced different outcomes. However, the stimulator’s parameters used in the present study are widely used in clinical settings and the stimulator’s maximal phase charge is equal or better when compared to other commercially available stimulators. Moreover, we believe that the clinical utility of the present findings would not be altered even if the stimulator were more powerful due to the fact that our data is comparable to previously published studies. (Fitzgerald et al., 2003; Laufer et al., 2001; Lieber et al., 1996; Neder et al., 2002; Parker et al., 2003; Snyder-Mackler et al., 1994; 1995; Stevens et al., 2004) The second limitation is that the data were obtained from a single healthy non-impaired muscle. The possibility that neuromuscular impairment may alter patients’ responses to electrical stimulation necessitates that a caution is added to any conclusions derived from healthy muscles.

The implication to practitioners is the need to recognize that while both males and females are likely to benefit from NMES to the quadriceps muscle, most females may need conditioning over a longer time period. Restricting the number of treatments to only 6 sessions may deprive women from potential benefits that NMES could offer. Second, all of our subjects reached at least 5% of MVIC by the end of 6 sessions. Whether this percentage is enough to produce significant strength gain remains a tentative hypothesis. Non-vigorous contraction NMES could be indicated for patients where intense contraction is unwarranted or intolerable (Fitzgerald et al., 2003). However, if a low contraction level is chosen it may require more repetitions. Alon and Taylor, (1997) Alon et al. (2003) and Scott et al. (1990) took the approach of using low-level contraction but extended the sessions to 3 hours each day over 4 to 12 weeks of stimulation. These studies provided NMES to the abdominal muscles, the wrist extensors/flexors and the dorsiflexors respectively and were able to produce significant strength gain at the end of the NMES training.

Third, setting stimulation intensities to the same level as was set in a previous visit without regard to patient discomfort may cause some patients to refuse further stimulation because of unduly discomforting stimulation. Increasing stimulus intensity each treatment with patient consent, rather then rigid dial setting, would seem a more appropriate procedure particularly when maximal stimulation is the treatment target (Snyder-Mackler et al., 1994; 1995). Borrowing from Delitto’s data (Delitto et al., 1992) that individuals may have different coping styles, the clinician should tailor their treatment protocols for a particular patient’s coping style to minimize patient discomfort.

CONCLUSION

Within the limits of this study, we concluded that most healthy subjects could be conditioned to tolerate electrical stimulation at a clinically meaningful electrically induced contraction of the quadriceps femoris. If the selected minimum criterion is as low as 5% MVIC, up to six sessions of conditioning are adequate to condition all subjects. If the minimum criterion is 25% all men, but only 64% of women would be conditioned; and if the threshold is at 50 % MVIC, 10 percent of males and 55 percent of females may not be candidates for neuromuscular strengthening program of the quadriceps muscle after six sessions of conditioning. Because females tolerate electrically induced contraction less than males, they may require more sessions of conditioning in order to benefit from the stimulation program.
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